
6 Key Strategies 
to Recruit & 

Retain Veterans



USE A VETERAN (especially one with 
Recruiting or Career Counselor Experience)
•  Know what types of veterans to look for in terms of military specialty 
     & paygrade to best fit different roles  
     e.g. micro miniature welding – nuke ET , E-6 or E-7, enlisted vs Officer
•  If local, know where to look for these types of veterans 
     i.e. which local events attract the type of veteran you look for 
•  Bridges Communications Gap 
     - Translates terminology (both directions)
     - Understands background and concerns
     - Increased comfort factor 
     - Creates a better fit for both
     e.g. “can do anything” 
•  To civilian sounds unfocused, desperate, egotistical 
     - to Veterans mean accustomed to 
 • Tasks outside job description 
 • Tasks w/o previous training or exp. (told to figure it out)
 • Put in extra time and effort when required
 • And LIKED it  
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PARTICIPATE IN VETERANS 
TRANSITION EVENTS
•  Host one if possible
    - Good PR
    - Can tailor to desired candidates, if desired 

•  If not, participate in Transition Workshops 
     - Numerous organizations put them on like Reboot Workshops (NVTSI)
     - Always looking for employers to participate 
     - Chance to:
 • Talk to veterans – both learn from them and provide guidance 
 • Review & critique resumes- be first to find diamond in the rough
 • Provide “practice” interviews – early pre-screen opportunity 
 • As one of first employers seen, many will tend to gravitate to you.
 • You get early look – grab the best ahead of the competition
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NETWORK WITH 
TRANSITIONING VETERANS
•  Invest in transition focused Career Fairs (Not all Veteran career fairs focus 
     on Transition service members) 
•  You will learn about veterans needs in your market

•  Access the skill sets quickly 

•  They will point suitable candidates to you

•  Both in person and online
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ENSURE JOB POSTINGS DON’T 
UNNECESSARILY PRECLUDE VETERANS
•  Know what you want and ensure Required v. Desired skills and 
     experience reflect that

•  If you NEED existing skills or experience with industry-specific processes 
     or software, then so be it, but probably not find those in veteran

•  However, if willing to make investment in someone with demonstrated 
     loyalty, integrity, and strong work ethic, ensure posting reflects that (as well as 
     your non – military recruiters and resume screening software)
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MOVE PROMPTLY
•  Veterans are used to dealing with a lot of adversity, ambiguity, and rapid 
     changes on the job, but also used to knowing that their family has a place to 
     live and reliable paycheck coming in – not having that is scary and foreign

•  Many veterans jump at first job offer – move quickly when interested
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INVOLVE CURRENT VETERANS, SPOUSES, 
& NATIONAL GUARD / RESERVISTS
•  Recruiting (e.g. at events)
     - Gives you a deeper bench 
     - Provides broader perspective to candidate about both the work being done 
        and how veterans fit into the culture – better fit
     - If hired, they already know some fellow veterans they can reach out to 

•  Interviewing 
     - Better at translating skills and experiences - better skill fit

•  Onboarding 
     - Better understands concerns of veterans and differences between your 
        business and the military – smoother transition

•  Mentoring 
     - Most veterans did it in the military
     - Help resolve frustrations and adapt to differences 
     - Provide career path guidance (likely not as clear as military)

•  “Military” Group
     - Forum for ongoing support to veterans by veterans and supportive others 
     - Common veteran complaints is missing camaraderie of military
     - Group-hosted events at company can help educate non-veterans and 
        eliminate any misconceptions between the two groups
     - Provides pool of interested employees to support the other activities above
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WHO WE ARE
Headquartered in San Diego, California, Hire G.I. serves those who have served by 
developing transitioning military personnel, and pairing those candidates with top-
tier employers. Since its inception, Hire G.I. has become the working link between 
veterans entering the civilian workforce and military-friendly companies seeking 
optimum employee fit.

WHAT WE DO
We understand the challenges of military transition into the civilian workforce. 
Through strategic partnerships, Hire G.I. has developed a proprietary blend of 
veteran candidate development and placement services, resulting in synergistic 
human capital investments for all of our clients.

Working closely with companies geared toward hiring our heroes, HIRE G.I. provides 
the optimum system for prospective veteran employees, as well as a cost-effective 
human resource tool, making us the preferred solution for any and all challenges 
associated with the employment of our nation’s finest. Whether it be one-on-one 
career counseling, our world-famous workshops, or our industry-leading career fairs, 
Hire G.I. continues to engineer seamless approaches to meet the highest levels of 
client satisfaction.

About Us


